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THE REFERENCE-RATE
CONUNDRUM

T

he impending likely demise of global interbank offered rates (IBORs)
has sparked many questions for the Australian market. Its local
credit reference rate appears to be relatively robust – though its

status is not unimpeachable – while the importance of cross-border issuance to
Australian borrowers requires engagement with international IBOR developments.

KangaNews and Commonwealth Bank of Australia (CommBank) brought
together key market participants in late January to discuss the way forward.
PARTICIPANTS
n Ben Alexander Principal ARDEA INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT n Pieter Bierkens Executive Director, Regulatory Strategy
COMMONWEALTH BANK OF AUSTRALIA n Fergus Blackstock Head of Term Funding COMMONWEALTH BANK OF AUSTRALIA
n Adam Donaldson Head of Macro Sales COMMONWEALTH BANK OF AUSTRALIA n Linda Hutchison Executive Director, Fixed Income Sales
COMMONWEALTH BANK OF AUSTRALIA n Andrew Kennedy Director, Treasury Services SOUTH AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT FINANCING AUTHORITY
n Ray Lee Portfolio Manager KAPSTREAM CAPITAL n Peter Psihoyos Head of Pricing Capital and Valuation Adjustments
COMMONWEALTH BANK OF AUSTRALIA n Tony Togher Head of Short-Term Investments COLONIAL FIRST STATE GLOBAL ASSET MANAGEMENT
n Fiona Trigona Head of Funding and Balance Sheet NEW SOUTH WALES TREASURY CORPORATION
n Martin Whetton Head of Bond and Interest-Rate Strategy COMMONWEALTH BANK OF AUSTRALIA

MODERATOR
n Laurence Davison Head of Content and Editor KANGANEWS
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“We will issue the most liquid instrument. If BBSW is the
basis on which we achieve the most liquidity, we will continue
to issue to BBSW. If AONIA becomes the most liquid we will
issue to this reference rate.”
FIONA TRIGONA NEW SOUTH WALES TREASURY CORPORATION

THE AUSTRALIAN EQUATION

Davison Unlike global jurisdictions, Australia
is not forecasting the demise of its domestic
IBOR – the bank bill swap rate (BBSW). How
closely do local market participants need to
watch global developments?
Australia has to be conscious of the consequences
of all these developments for BBSW. Australia is settling for a
two-rate solution: an IBOR that the Reserve Bank of Australia
(RBA) believes is still viable alongside a risk-free rate. The
question is what happens if the whole world moves away from
IBORs.
The RBA has said we may see some change in BBSW
usage in contracts if and when that happens – specifically,
but not exclusively, in cross-currency swaps. That’s a logical
observation, but we don’t yet know how big the impact will be.
n BIERKENS

Davison I have heard RBA deputy governor,
Guy Debelle, warning Australian market
participants that they cannot assume either
that the issue of IBOR change is going to go
away or that it will be resolved without their
active engagement. The cynical question
has to be whether this is true or whether
Australians can wait for all the issues to be
resolved externally?
I don’t think that’s possible. Markets underlying
IBORs globally are just too thin, and even if you were trying to
‘redefine’ LIBOR – which might not even be possible – there
would likely be legal challenges around using a different rate
from what has been written into contracts.
The fact is that these rates, globally, are based on a type of
activity that is drying up and I don’t see any obvious way to get
n BIERKENS

around this without fundamentally re-examining the nature of
the the use of rates markets.

Davison Would a long-term equilibrium
position be possible that sees Australia – and
possibly some other jurisdictions – continuing
to use IBORs while most others only use
risk-free benchmarks? Or is it inevitable that
the world will have to transition to a single
approach?
I think a two-track approach is possible. If it
wasn’t, we should be looking much more closely at the viability
of BBSW. Even if it’s a relatively small proportion of the
market still using it, it would be possible to argue that there is
demand for what is a well-used and robust IBOR.
n BIERKENS

Davison How high on the agenda is this issue
for Australian market participants and which
of the specific issues involved are of most
concern?
Ardea Investment Management uses derivatives
markets that are based on IBORs very actively. Our primary
focus is Australian dollars so our primary interest is BBSW, but
we also use IBORs relating to sterling, Canadian dollars, euros,
yen and others. The changes are potentially very significant for
us.
Ultimately, what we are trying to do is add alpha from
relative-value positions. We need an interest-rate derivative to
do this and the reality is that LIBOR-based contracts are the
benchmark for this type of transaction.
We use things like swaptions, and the last time we asked
if it was possible to do a swaption based on OIS in the US
market the answer was: “forget about it”. We had to go back
to a LIBOR-based contract. What I’m saying is that there is no
n ALEXANDER

“We are not seeing any change in the way funds benchmark.
I have to say, from experience, that trying to persuade
trustees to explore benchmark change is not something
anyone in the funds industry wants to take on unless it’s
absolutely required.”
TONY TOGHER COLONIAL FIRST STATE GLOBAL ASSET MANAGEMENT
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REFERENCE-RATE ACRONYM GUIDE
ACRONYM

IN FULL

TYPE OF RATE

JURISDICTION

DESCRIPTION

IBOR

Interbank offered rate

Unsecured, term, credit

Global

Generic term for existing credit reference rate.
Includes specific rates in Australia (BBSW), UK
(LIBOR), US (US LIBOR) and Europe (EURIBOR)

SOFR

Secured overnight
funding rate

Secured, overnight,
risk-free

US

Repo-based overnight alternative risk-free rate.

OIS

Overnight indexed swap

Unsecured, overnight,
risk-free

Global

Generic term for overnight unsecured lending
between banks. Basis of most jurisdiction-specific
alternative risk-free rates.

SONIA

Sterling overnight
indexed average

Unsecured, overnight,
risk-free

UK

Alternative risk-free rate based on unsecured
overnight transactions brokered in London by
Wholesale Markers Brokers’ Association members.

EONIA

Euro overnight index
average

Unsecured, overnight,
credit

Eurozone

Overnight interbank lending rate; in effect, one-day
EURIBOR.

ESTER

Euro short-term rate

Unsecured, overnight,
risk-free

Eurozone

Alternative risk-free rate based on individual euro
transactions reported by banks in accordance with
the ECB’s money-market statistical reporting.

AONIA

Australian overnight
indexed average

Unsecured, overnight,
risk-free

Australia

Potential Australian alternative risk-free rate similar
to SONIA.

SOURCE: KANGANEWS 2 FEBRUARY 2019

progress being made – or at least none that we can benefit from
or encourage by adopting it ourselves.
Our attitude is that if IBORs are going to end we would
expect to close out legacy positions and start replacing them
with the replacements. But it doesn’t seem that this is going to
happen any time soon.
n LEE We haven’t spoken about IBOR transition too much
at Kapstream Capital (Kapstream) – which I think is based
on a view that BBSW isn’t going anywhere. The new BBSW
methodology has increased the rate-set window and brought in
more participants, with the effect that there is a decent amount
of trading activity – certainly compared with the US.
The concern we have is that pricing credit instruments off
a cash rate with no credit premium opens up basis risk. If I buy
a credit instrument and there is a funding crisis tomorrow there
is a decent chance that the risk-free rate won’t move – so what
happens to that instrument?
We’re also not sure what happens in the event that an
Australian issuer prints in Australia with BBSW as reference and
also prints the same note offshore with a risk-free benchmark.
Does the offshore bond trade at an initial premium to
compensate for the lack of credit premium in the base rate?
To be honest, we quite like the status quo in which threemonth BBSW is a standard and robust benchmark.

Donaldson In the same example, if an issuer
printed against both BBSW and OIS would it
provide a de facto spread to the benchmark?
I think OIS would have to capture optionality of
LIBOR widening, and capturing and pricing that optionality
would be very difficult. I also suspect the liquidity and other
technicals on the BBSW bond would be much better. The
US is predominantly a fixed-rate bond market even for banks,
whereas most of the bank issuance in Australia is in floatingrate format. This makes me think investors will naturally
migrate to the BBSW issuance if they have the option.
n TOGHER We have been discussing the go-forward proposition
for BBSW for years and in many different forums. The
resolution of the process we have gone through with Australian
Financial Markets Association committees and other groups,
including the appointment of a segregated administrator, has
shored up the stability of BBSW at least for the medium term.
The reality is that you can base a transaction on whatever
rate you want – I’ve never had any problem on that side. The
difficulty is getting out of it or hedging away from it.
Markets tend to gravitate towards the frameworks with the
greatest liquidity, and the longstanding liquidity of the BBSW
environment is what makes it hard for me to see it disappearing
with any great speed.
n LEE

“There needs to be a good reason to make the change. The
ultimate question is whether such a reason exists. The only
one I could see is if there are grounds to believe that BBSW
can’t exist forever.”
BEN ALEXANDER ARDEA INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT
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IBOR TRANSITION: A GLOBAL PRIMER
There is a multiplicity of moving parts in global IBOR transition. Keeping abreast of developments
and the consequences for Australia has become a full-time job for one top Commonwealth Bank of
Australia (CommBank) executive – Pieter Bierkens.
DAVISON You are
working full-time on the
issue of IBOR transition at
CommBank nowadays. What
is the global state of play
and what should Australian
market participants
be thinking about?
n

BIERKENS As we all know,
LIBOR could disappear any
day after 1 January 2022 – or
at least from that day onwards
LIBOR rates will no longer
be required to be submitted.
The challenges are that we
don’t know how we’re going
to get there, when the date
will be or exactly what the
end state is going to look like.
It’s possible that LIBOR will
continue to be published in
some form, perhaps in some
markets but not in others.
It’s interesting to note
that – although it may not

be receiving appropriate
attention from everyone as
yet – the International Swaps
and Derivatives Association
(ISDA) expects huge changes
in the market as a result of
this development. More than
US$300 trillion of contracts
reference LIBOR and EURIBOR,
most of them derivatives.
One of the things I emphasise
to clients is that we would still
be talking about SOFR and
SONIA even if the market
underlying LIBOR was
more liquid and robust.
A key takeout from the
regulatory discussion around
benchmark reform – as
articulated in the Financial
Stability Board’s market
participants report in 2014
– is that there was a clear
need for an alternative
reference rate that doesn’t

include a credit component
and doesn’t fluctuate in line
with the market’s view of
bank creditworthiness.
The market as a whole is
increasingly ‘riskless’. In fact,
well over 70 per cent of the
derivatives which make up
the bulk of LIBOR referencing
contracts are now cleared
or margined. To have them
referencing LIBOR even though
they are mostly discounted
with another rate was never
optimal. A risk-free rate was
going to be adopted, regardless
of what happened to LIBOR.
Another important point – and
one that was emphasised by
[Reserve Bank of Australia
(RBA) deputy governor] Guy
Debelle at the ISDA conference
in Sydney in 2018 – is that
this transition is not being
driven by regulators. Although

“THERE IS CURRENTLY NO ALTERNATIVE
FOR LIBOR, IN THE SENSE OF BEING A LIKEFOR-LIKE REPLACEMENT. IN THIS CONTEXT,
WE HAVE TO START MOVING TOWARDS THE
ADOPTION OF RISK-FREE RATES.”
PIETER BIERKENS COMMONWEALTH BANK OF AUSTRALIA

Pieter Bierkens has mentioned the challenge of different
types of bases for cross-currency or other swap activity, for
instance SOFR on one leg and an IBOR in Australia. I also
think this is possible – it would just have to factor in basis risk.
History tells us that if a fundamental type of basis risk
emerges it is likely that a new market will spring up to trade it.
If a market provides sufficient liquidity to operate an IBOR
in a fluid environment I don’t see any reason why it shouldn’t
flourish. This is why I think BBSW, as currently constructed,
has a sound future.
I’m not saying other benchmarks can’t eventuate – they
clearly can. Indeed, there may be times when it is appropriate
for securities – such as those that don’t carry any element of
bank-credit risk – to price off them. But we know that markets
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the regulatory framework
around LIBOR submission is
of course very relevant, it’s
more a matter of the underlying
market no longer being viable.
To demonstrate this you only
have to look at how much actual
trading goes on in the rate used
by US$200 trillion of LIBORbased contracts. Even though
a lot of transactions would
qualify, not many take place.
The median number of daily
transactions in three-month US
dollar LIBOR – which is the most
quoted – in Q2 2018 was seven.
It was two in one-month LIBOR,
and zero in one-year LIBOR.
We need to be ready to move
to alternative rates – which, as
I said, are needed anyway – if
and when LIBOR dries up for
good. Ideally we would have
two rates, so the question
becomes whether we can find
something to replace LIBOR.
Andrew Bailey [chief executive
of the UK Financial Conduct
Authority (FCA)] gave a very
informative speech on the
future of LIBOR in July last year.
He talked about the creation of
a “synthetic LIBOR”, but said
there is no compelling answer
as to how we can create one-,

gravitate towards liquidity and BBSW is the most liquid option
we have.
n DONALDSON We are hearing a variety of questions about
IBOR evolution from investor clients. The most engaged are
from the hedge-fund community – they tend to be interested in
how they might be able to exploit movements in the basis.
Real-money investors are typically coming at it from the
perspective of understanding the risks involved in buying a
bond marked against a specific benchmark and how they will
be able to exit positions. I think they tend to be reasonably
relaxed about BBSW and believe it will be sustained.
It’s the issuers that are most engaged, in our market at least.
This is especially notable for any issuers using US markets,
where they can see regime change is clearly happening.

three- and six- or 12-month
bank credit spreads that can be
reliably measured on a dynamic
and daily basis. If we could do it
we would have done so already.
What this means is that there
is currently no alternative for
LIBOR, in the sense of being
a like-for-like replacement.
In this context, we have to
start moving towards the
adoption of risk-free rates.
DAVISON Why would
a move of this type
be problematic?
n

BIERKENS There are several
risks. One is how quickly the
market is able to adopt risk-free
rates. SOFR is a new risk-free
rate as designated by the
New York Federal Reserve.
Its futures trading activity and
open interest doubled between
October and December last
year – but from a very low base.
A more sobering statistic is
that in Q3 last year there were
15 trades in SOFR swaps of
which 13 were basis swaps.
SONIA is a little different
because it is a pre-existing rate.
But in general there is an open
question about how the market
creates sufficient liquidity to
transition to a new rate.
Another issue is that LIBOR
may disappear in some
currencies but not in others.
Intercontinental Exchange
(ICE)’s LIBOR submission
policy states that the rate will

be published unless it receives
submissions from fewer than
five banks, for instance. If LIBOR
exists in some currencies but
not others it will create issues
for cross-currency basis swaps.

compounds in arrears based
on overnight risk-free rates,
while the cash markets may use
a forward-looking rate. Again,
this immediately introduces
basis risk into hedging.

For cross-currency swaps,
if one leg has its fallback
reference rate triggered, swap
counterparties will probably
want the other leg to be on
its fallback rate too. It is my
understanding that ISDA
anticipates putting a protocol
in place to facilitate this.

The other major risk is that,
even if we go to risk-free rates,
globally these rates are not
the same. Some are secured
and some are unsecured. Even
though they are all labelled
overnight and risk-free they
are not all going to behave the
same way in times of financial
dislocation, for example.
This also raises risk in crosscurrency swaps using riskfree rates, among others.

There are a number of risks
specifically related to fallback
rates, too. Much as we may
try to get a net-present-value
neutral fallback rate, anything
that is effectively a risk-free
rate with something added
to make it look and feel like
LIBOR is never going to be
exactly the same. There’s
an inherent risk to this.
Also, while ISDA’s fallback
rates are only triggered if
LIBOR actually ceases to exist,
proposed fallbacks in other
markets have what are called
“pre-cessation triggers”.
This means fallbacks may
activate at different times
and they can also trigger
into a different rate – or to a
differently calibrated rate.
One of the specific issues
here is that the derivatives
market will most likely be
falling back to a backwardlooking-coupon rate that

BORROWER CONSIDERATIONS

Davison How are issuers thinking about IBOR
evolution?
I first raised it as an issue within South Australian
Government Financing Authority (SAFA) in 2011, in the sense
that investigations into credit benchmark market practices made
me question the appropriateness of credit benchmarks as part
of SAFA’s suite of risk-management tools. My view was that
we should be ensuring we have a level of risk in our portfolios
that reflects government risk and not the credit-curve risk of
the banks.
As a first step, we realigned our client borrowings. For the
past four years we have referenced a borrowing rate as a margin
n KENNEDY

The market is increasingly
looking at how it gets to the
transition or phasing out of
LIBOR. ISDA has said LIBOR will
disappear when the regulators
or ICE say it has – but it may be
very illiquid even prior to this.
In this case, it is quite possible
that supervised firms in the
EU could only use LIBOR for
legacy contracts but not for
new business. This is because
the EU benchmarks regulation
(BMR) stipulates that a
benchmark that is not reflective
of an underlying market cannot
be used in new contracts.
What could happen in this
scenario is that effectively half
of the market will not be able
to hedge existing trades using
new contracts. It brings in a lot
of additional illiquidity risk.

The BMR itself states that
from 1 January 2020, EONIA
– which is not overseen by
the FCA and is therefore
technically different from
LIBOR though it has the same
problems of a thin underlying
market – can no longer be
used for new contracts. This
means the market will have
to switch to ESTER – but this
rate will not be published until
the second half of 2019.
The market has, in effect,
three months to switch all
its systems to adopt ESTER
in all new contracts. The
European Central Bank
published a transition paper
at the end of last year but
it remains a big risk and a
very, very short timeframe.
There have been discussions
about postponement and
while I don’t have any inside
knowledge this does at least
seem to be possible.
The approaches being taken
across jurisdictions are not
all the same, either. While the
US seems pretty adamant
about adopting a risk-free
rate, EU regulators are trying
to salvage EURIBOR with
something called “EURIBOR
plus” that is BMR compliant.
This is partly because
EURIBOR is used so much in
retail exposures, particularly
for mortgages. It’s doubtful
that this will be successful,
but it is still something that
is being attempted.

over the RBA cash rate for any of our clients that borrow on a
floating-rate or short-term basis.
The second step is to align our floating-rate issuance to
reference the RBA cash rate, in order to remove the credit-risk
element from both sides of the balance sheet.
This work has been ongoing for SAFA and it included
keeping a close eye on regulatory developments. As momentum
has built over the last 18 months, the evolution of benchmark
reform in global markets has picked up pace in expectation of
the imminent removal of IBORs.
In Australia we have a credit-based benchmark that is
judged as suitable at this point in time. But our goal is to seek
opportunities for an alternative benchmark that is appropriate
for SAFA’s business.
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There are issues across the bank but from
a treasury perspective the questions are how we issue going
forward and what we do with legacy transactions that were
issued before anyone envisaged LIBOR no longer being
published.
From there, we break it down into the domestic and
global markets. Locally, we also feel much more comfortable
with BBSW under its new methodology. For instance, we
issued a five-year floating-rate note (FRN) with BBSW pricing
domestically in January 2019 and we had no qualms about
doing so.
Globally, it’s worth noting that the majority of our issuance
is in fixed-rate format. This means our legacy-issuance
challenge is relatively small, although even though the volume is
not material we will have to deal with it at some point in time.
Our approach has been to get ourselves ready to issue
come what may. This means having fallback language in our
programmes such that we have a mechanism for deals we have
issued to move to a new risk-free rate subsequent to the demise
of LIBOR.
We have issued two sterling transactions linked to SONIA
in the past three months. These were relatively short in maturity
but were intended to test mechanics such as back-office
systems. Tenor and volume were less important than testing the
processes we have in place.
We elected to issue first off the SONIA risk-free rate
because the UK market is most developed in this regard and,
at the time we issued, pricing was flat to where we could have
issued in other markets. Not paying a premium to issue is
clearly an important additional consideration.
n BLACKSTOCK

Davison How far progressed is the sterling
market in transitioning FRN issuance to a
SONIA basis?
I believe the first couple of SONIA deals issued
by the UK banks were driven in part by the market wanting to
demonstrate progress to regulators. However, to the best of
my knowledge all UK primary-market FRNs are now SONIAlinked so what perhaps started as a regulatory-inspired move
is now supported by robust take-up and solid support. For
example, ANZ Banking Group issued £750 million (US$980.6
million) in a SONIA covered bond in January 2019.
The SONIA market is by now well established to the extent
that I don’t envisage issuing linked to LIBOR again. As far as
n BLACKSTOCK

I understand, it may not be 100 per cent of sterling investors
that are able and willing to buy SONIA-based paper but the
majority certainly are.

Davison New South Wales Treasury
Corporation (TCorp) is predominantly a fixedrate, domestic-currency borrower – so why is
IBOR transition relevant?
We have carried out considerable work on the
cessation of IBORs, for several reasons. The primary reason is
that a small percentage of our client loans are linked to BBSW
and we have A$2.4 billion (US$1.7 billion) of FRNs on issue to
fund these.
TCorp has explored the impact on bondholders if
BBSW ceased to be the benchmark market rate. TCorp’s
documentation relating to existing FRNs does not include a
fallback clause that allows an automatic amendment to the
reference rate. To get bondholders to agree to a change would
require 75 per cent engagement, which would be challenging.
TCorp has revised its documentation to include relevant
fallback clauses which allow for flexibility of other indices.
Clearly it gives us confidence that the RBA has indicated BBSW
will remain as a benchmark alongside a risk-free rate.
The other reason we have worked on the impact of the
cessation of IBORs is that we provide interest-rate and FX
hedges for our clients. Most of the work we’ve carried out
has been focused predominantly on this area. We have also
sent a submission to the International Swaps and Derivatives
Association (ISDA) with our preferred fallback clause.
n TRIGONA

BBSW’S FUTURE

Davison Tony Togher seems confident
that BBSW, under its new calculation
methodology, has been reinforced and that
as the centre of market liquidity we should
expect it to continue to exist in the mediumto-long term. Is this a generally held view?
I think BBSW is secure in the context of the crosscurrency basis and company loans. But it may become more
difficult when it comes to mortgage pricing.
n BLACKSTOCK There is a big distinction between threemonth and one-month BBSW, as Guy Debelle has called
out. This is visible in the volume of bank-bill issuance. For
n WHETTON

“We are hearing a variety of questions about IBOR evolution
from investor clients. The most engaged, I’d say, are from the
hedge-fund community – they tend to be interested in how
they might be able to exploit movements in the basis.”
ADAM DONALDSON COMMONWEALTH BANK OF AUSTRALIA
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net stable-funding ratio (NSFR) and liquidity-coverage ratio
(LCR) reasons, the major banks no longer issue at one-month
duration. I can therefore understand the issue with the onemonth rate going forward.
We are very much in favour of the development of an
AONIA product in Australia and there would be advantages
to issuing in AONIA-linked format. This is notwithstanding
the fact that the majority of the bank’s assets are residential
mortgages that are paid on a monthly basis, and at times
volatility in the bills-OIS spread has resulted in a change in
pricing for customers.
I am not looking to challenge the robustness of threemonth BBSW. But if there was an alternative – like the ability
to issue linked to the cash rate, particularly for one month –
and if the benchmarks could exist side by side, this would suit
CommBank as an issuer and an institution.
n PSIHOYOS Going back six months or so we priced an
instrument off converting a one-month BBSW to an OISplus basis, but there seemed to be a lot of reluctance on the
investor side to branch out and buy something off a different
benchmark. This was during a period of major volatility on the
issuer side, to be fair.

Davison There is always reluctance to
confront the cost and resources involved in
transition unless there is actual or expected
compulsion. Are investors sufficiently
comfortable with BBSW that they don’t feel
they need to move to a new benchmark?
I know from experience that there has been a
reasonable proportional allocation to securities with cash-type
benchmarks and we are not reluctant to participate in this type
of transaction. The decision will come down to price.
Most asset managers, superannuation funds, pension funds
and insurers benchmark their cash cohort against the 90-day
average, so there is a tendency to gravitate towards this to
reduce the basis risk of the construct.
However, we are in an environment of no change in
monetary policy for a considerable period of time and, as
a result, many investors would be happy to take on some
exposures – subject to the attractiveness of the specific offering
– with an underlying cash benchmark instead of 90-day BBSW.
n LEE We have spent time looking at the new BBSW
methodology. Our concern is that one-month will die out over
n TOGHER

time because of LCR requirements. Regulatory requirements
negate the value of issuing 30-day tenor or shorter to banks.
If one-month BBSW is phased out it will, as others have
mentioned, have considerable impact on mortgages. As a
mortgage investor, I’d prefer to get amortising payments every
month rather than every three.
Mortgages are less liquid compared with corporate or bank
bonds, so the fact that they amortise monthly is helpful from
a liquidity perspective. The cash rate is an overnight rate so
there’s a term mismatch as well.
n TOGHER I’m not as concerned as others even that one-month
BBSW will fall away. It’s true that, for regulatory reasons, banks
are not going to be issuing 30-day paper. But every security on
issue is at some stage going to have 30 days of residual maturity.
There will be a ready pool of available assets that asset managers
and investors will use for liquidity when the curve is steep.
n PSIHOYOS On BBSW’s robustness in general, it’s fair to say
there are some periods in which lack of trading is apparent.
Looking at volume-weighted average price (VWAP) statistics,
there is clearly underlying activity in six months and not much
around the one-month point – though, as Tony Togher says,
there is stock on issue as three- and six-month notes roll down.
My feeling is that BBSW is still quite viable based on
underlying trading activity. The problem with IBORs globally
is that they are still survey-driven, which is likely to be
discontinued. BBSW is still traded and the VWAP system is
a good method of converting the activity to a price. It would
be great if volume was higher but what we have is still a better
option that what they are dealing with offshore.

“The US is predominantly a fixed-rate bond market even for
banks, whereas most of the bank issuance in Australia is in
floating-rate format. This makes me think investors will naturally
migrate to the BBSW issuance if they have the option.”
RAY LEE KAPSTREAM CAPITAL
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“The entire Australian financial system – including mortgages,
credit cards, and personal, business and commercial loans –
is set off a one-month rate. Yet we have a one-month credit
rate with serious questions about its robustness.”
ANDREW KENNEDY SOUTH AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT FINANCING AUTHORITY

If I’m right and BBSW continues, the next question is what
happens to the basis swap when there is BBSW on one side
and a risk-free rate on the other. I suspect the market will be
able to develop to manage this, though.

Davison Can one-month price discovery
remain robust?
Provided it’s transaction-based, absolutely. I can’t
imagine a period when no transactions are undertaken in the
one-month for an extended period. That would require no
investor redemption for a period of more than a day, which I
just can’t envisage happening.
It would be better if the banks were issuing. But banks are
also interested in buying back one-month paper, which prints a
rate in itself.
The construct of the time period around the mid-point
will continue to be a work in progress to get a less volatile rate
construct. But the rate itself – I don’t see it going anywhere.
n TOGHER

Davison One-month BBSW is most closely
associated with securitisation – virtually all
of which uses the shorter-term benchmark
as its reference rate. CommBank looked at
a three-month based residential mortgagebacked securities (RMBS) deal a few years
ago but the concept never developed
wider momentum. In an environment in
which regulators are hinting, if not outright
demanding, that the securitisation market
re-examine the robustness of one-month
BBSW as a benchmark, how straightforward
or otherwise would transition be?
It’s true that CommBank offered a threemonth BBSW tranche of RMBS and I think it’s fair to say we
n BLACKSTOCK

weren’t overwhelmed by the response from the market. Part
of the reason for this certainly related to what Ray Lee has
mentioned about how useful it is to investors to have liquidity
coming back via monthly amortisation. One-month-based
issuance is more common and was probably seen as more
liquid in general, too.
We would be happy to issue RMBS off a three-month
benchmark – it’s not impossible from an issuer perspective.
But we want to issue what investors want to buy. If it’s clear
that investors don’t want to buy a product, it’s not in anyone’s
interest to offer it.
What I’d say is that there is definitely appetite on our side
and encouragement from regulators to look at something
different. If there was demand from the market we would
certainly be happy to issue into that demand.
It’s really a question of whether the wider market considers
something to be price-appropriate and sufficiently liquid. This
is why I welcome SAFA’s step of saying it is going to issue
an AONIA-linked deal – because any transition has to start
somewhere. There are lots of good arguments as to why we
should be issuing one-month-based securities linked to the cash
rate. But we want to be confident that investors will buy it.
n KENNEDY The concept I’ve been working hard to get across
is that the entire Australian financial system – including
mortgages, credit cards, and personal, business and commercial
loans – is set off a one-month rate. Yet we have a one-month
credit rate with serious questions about its robustness.
One associated change to mention is the introduction
of regulatory standard APS 221. This requires banks to
implement measures and set limits to monitor and control
their large exposures and risk concentrations. The implication
is that banks may hold less of each other’s assets and
potentially further reduce liquidity in negotiable certificates of
deposit (NCDs).

“I think BBSW is secure in the context of the crosscurrency basis and company loans. But it may become
more difficult when it comes to mortgage pricing.”
MARTIN WHETTON COMMONWEALTH BANK OF AUSTRALIA
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This may have an additional negative impact on the ability
to set a rate for BBSW across the curve, especially in light of the
impact that the NSFR has had on the one-month rate set.
CONNECTING THE MARKET

Davison SAFA has been talking to Australian
dollar investors about appetite for an FRN
that isn’t priced off BBSW. How willing is the
buy side to engage with the transition?
Australian real-money investors are very heavily
focused on benchmark performance. Money-market funds
are benchmarked to returns over BBSW. This means there
are issues around where the product we are offering would sit
within portfolios. In turn, this means that, for now, there is no
economic advantage for investors to modify their systems to
engage in this transaction.
I’m not overly concerned about this because the reality
is that change is happening, globally and in Australia. We are
already seeing dislocation in short-term markets based around
regulatory changes such as the NSFR and APS 221, and these
changes may further alter the shape of the NCD market.
We know the new product is unlikely to appeal to everyone.
However, for a certain sector of the investment community
it makes perfect sense. For instance, if you are an authorised
deposit-taking institution with holdings including semigovernment floating-rate commercial paper (CP), an AONIA
FRN makes complete sense.
Instead of buying three-month SAFA CP you can buy a
one-year SAFA AONIA FRN with monthly resets and a yieldequivalent pickup which, at the same time, decreases duration
risk – because the product uses a daily compounded look-back
rate – and extends the maturity profile.
There is no urgency to transition in Australia because
BBSW will continue to exist for the time being. In the mindset
of the investor community, until there is a desire to start
changing the matrix for how the benchmarking for moneymarket funds is managed there will be no urgency for change in
systems or technology.
n TOGHER We are not seeing any change in the way funds
benchmark. I have to say, from experience, that trying
to persuade trustees to explore benchmark change is not
something anyone in the funds industry wants to take on
unless it’s absolutely required. Most trustees – and indeed most
n KENNEDY

investors – don’t see anything wrong with BBSW now or in the
foreseeable future. I haven’t been involved in any discussions
about changing benchmark standards for broader-based
money-market or cash funds.
Having said this, products have been developed that
reference the cash rate – particularly deposit arrangements with
extendable or callable features. But most superannuation funds,
and therefore fund managers, continue to use the 90-day bankbill rate as the primary benchmark.
n LEE We have heard some discussions about changing from
US LIBOR as an international benchmark. Our business is
more focused on absolute return and we benchmark fund
performance in Australia off the cash rate. But it’s not difficult
to work out the cash rate to BBSW spread.

Davison On the basis of comments we’ve
heard, we seem to be at a challenging
juncture in any transition. Issuers are happy
to offer product with alternative benchmarks
if investors will buy it. Investors are happy to
buy if they feel this is the direction in which
liquidity is moving. But there is no catalyst to
make the move happen – especially in light
of the relatively robust state of BBSW. Can
anything break the circuit?
When we’re looking at a transition of this scope
– abandoning LIBOR, which would be a wholesale change for
the market – we have a decision to make. We have to identify
and analyse the cost and the benefit.
The benefit from abandoning something that works is
arguably zero. The cost is quite substantial. We have established
that FRNs based on BBSW are the most well recognised, so
when an issuer – taking SAFA as an example – says it wants to
issue against AONIA it will be creating an instrument that is
less liquid and less well recognised.
The bottom line is that an investor in an instrument like this
will require an illiquidity premium for it – and the good people
of South Australia will have to pay this premium for the benefit
of the market.
There needs to be a good reason to make the change.
The ultimate question – in Australia, putting international
developments aside – is whether such a reason exists. The only
one I could see is if there are grounds to believe that BBSW
can’t exist forever.
n ALEXANDER

“To the best of my knowledge all UK primary-market FRNs are
now SONIA-linked so what perhaps started as a regulatoryinspired move is now supported by robust take-up and solid
support.”
FERGUS BLACKSTOCK COMMONWEALTH BANK OF AUSTRALIA
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AUSTRALIAN ALTERNATIVES
Australia has not officially settled on a local alternative risk-free rate. But
the smart money is on AONIA – the basis of South Australian Government
Financing Authority (SAFA)’s water-testing deal – getting the nod.
DONALDSON Is it
universally accepted that
AONIA is the likely future
risk-free rate in Australia?
Australian T-notes are
trading around 1.85-1.95 per
cent, which is very elevated
relative to an unchanging
cash rate of 1.5 per cent,
while repo rates are even
higher and are pretty
volatile at the moment.
Neither are particularly
suggestive of a risk-free
rate, so there seems to be a
serious issue about adopting
either as a benchmark.
n

KENNEDY The calculation rate
for AONIA is almost identical to
the one that is being used and
widely accepted for SONIA.
It is not clear yet whether
this will prove to be the ‘right’

risk-free rate in the long term,
but AONIA is simply the daily
compounded Reserve Bank of
Australia (RBA) overnight cash
rate. The question is whether
the reserve bank believes the
RBA-30 accurately reflects
the official market rate.
I can’t speak for the
central bank of course, but
developments point to the
likelihood that this is how the
RBA is thinking. For example, in
2016 the reserve bank started
publishing on its website the
daily compounded rate of
index data back to 2011.
This provides some comfort
that we are using the most
appropriate risk-free rate at
this point in time. If markets
determine there is a better

methodology and move
accordingly, we are not wedded
to using the AONIA risk-free
rate and can also evolve.
It has taken us considerable
time to reach the position we
have around the appropriate
risk-free rate. We worked
with a number of different
stakeholders outside SAFA
along the way, and this has
been where we have landed.
If the market moves, we
will move with it, clearly.
DAVISON Do these
stakeholders include
the RBA itself?
n

KENNEDY It’s hard to
comment on this beyond
saying that we have
engaged with a number of

significant stakeholders
throughout this process.
BLACKSTOCK There are
benefits to AONIA and there is
a reason it has been identified
as an alternative rate. I am not
looking to debate the rights
and wrongs of each option,
and ultimately as a borrower
we want to issue where there is
demand. If the market moves
to a point where it thinks
the repo rate, for instance,
is the right way to go, this is
something we could issue.
HUTCHISON The issue
seems to be that the market
is looking for liquidity to land
on one option but until certain
thresholds are reached we can’t
know where that will be. The
question is whether external
forces can be brought to bear,
for instance by regulators,
to generate initial liquidity.
BLACKSTOCK My
understanding is that other
jurisdictions have made their
n

“THE MARKET IS LOOKING FOR LIQUIDITY TO LAND ON ONE
OPTION BUT UNTIL CERTAIN THRESHOLDS ARE REACHED WE
CAN’T KNOW WHERE THAT WILL BE. THE QUESTION IS WHETHER
EXTERNAL FORCES CAN BE BROUGHT TO BEAR, FOR INSTANCE
BY REGULATORS, TO GENERATE INITIAL LIQUIDITY.”
LINDA HUTCHISON COMMONWEALTH BANK OF AUSTRALIA

From my perspective, as long as the four major banks are
issuing bills every day – which they obviously are, at least in
three- and six-month tenor – I personally don’t see why there
should be an issue with BBSW.
I look at the situation in Australia somewhat differently. The
move to a new calculation methodology is effectively a transition
to a new index – so we have already taken the step that’s being
discussed globally. I think this has been a great initiative.
The hangover we are dealing with is around the
manipulation of rates. The banks are justifiably nervous about
being accused of rate manipulation, with the consequence
that nobody seems to know whether it is ok to transact in the
market. The rules of conduct for what is and is not a legitimate
transaction are still not clear. No-one wants to end up in court
defending the legitimacy of a transaction.
n KENNEDY We have a slightly different perspective, of course
– it has been a different journey with a different motivation for
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SAFA. We have around A$2 billion outstanding in CP and euro
CP programmes at any point in time. One risk in managing
liquidity is in the cash-flow profile, particularly when CP is
maturing at various times in differing volumes. It allows us less
control than if we were to have a regular maturity and roll.
Our goal is to use the AONIA-linked FRN to replace
our CP programmes. We want to issue A$500 million in each
quarter for a year – to have A$2 billion outstanding – and we
hope to roll A$500 million every subsequent quarter. This will
improve our control around liquidity management and profiling.
We have clients that take monthly-reset floating or
overnight-rolling loans. A quarterly FRN benchmarked off
BBSW re-embeds credit risk and basis risk into our book.
n BIERKENS In an environment in which BBSW is working
well, at least in three- and six-month tenor, one may ask
whether we need an additional rate alongside it. The point is
that in a market that is increasingly moving towards ‘riskless’

decisions on alternative
rates based on where the
greatest transactional
activity is taking place.
This is why the US identified
SOFR and the UK SONIA
even though the two
rates have fundamentally
different characteristics.
Is the transactional issue
the case for AONIA versus
other options in Australia?
ALEXANDER I think it’s
pretty clearly not – that’s
the fundamental issue. The
RBA has decided to let the
repo rate find its own level
independent of where the
cash rate is. The result is that
the number of transactions
taking place at the official cash
rate is extremely limited.
This is another challenge with
transitioning to alternative
rates. Once upon a time, the
AONIA rate and indeed the
BBSW rate used to be very
stable – as did repo. This is no
longer the case, and indeed
we now have three indices
all moving independently.
TRIGONA This certainly
creates a lot more volatility
in funding costs.
ALEXANDER That’s right.
It’s not a problem in and of
itself. But when we’re talking

about making a transition to
different indices it’s much
harder to make the right
decision when they are all
moving independently.
WHETTON This goes back to
the people of South Australia
paying more for state debt.
Well, the whole population of
Australia is currently paying
more for sovereign T-notes – by
45-50 basis points – because
of the free-floating repo rate.
It would be worth considering
the value of something that
was managed a bit more by
the reserve bank – where it
had more balance sheet and
took on more volume and
encouraged the market by
presenting a term curve.
A decade or so ago it would
have been a sin for central
banks to be involved in the
market in this manner. But
it’s now understood across
major markets that this type
of involvement is needed to
‘grease the wheels’. It’s odd,
I think, that the RBA is happy
to endorse BBSW but to let
the market sort out repo.
ALEXANDER I find the RBA’s
position on repo very surprising,
I must admit. Other central
banks have acted to keep the
rate closer to the cash rate.

transactions – by which I mean things like centrally cleared
and margined derivatives – it makes sense for these riskless
transactions to reference a riskless rate as they will increasingly
do elsewhere.
This doesn’t mean BBSW will disappear. It just means there
is a clear economic rationale to have a risk-free rate that is more
actively traded and broadly adopted in the market. It is not
optimal for a riskless transaction, like a cleared derivative, to
have its net-present value be dependent on the funding cost of
an individual bank. The two-rate solution makes a lot of sense
for Australia.
n TRIGONA This point is the source of some forced action,
in the sense that issuers and investors are now being forced
to look at their own systems in order to accommodate new
types of deals internationally. This might be the trigger point
that persuades investors that it’s worth investing the time and
money to be able to handle this type of deal in the future.

DAVISON What sort
of dialogue should the
Australian market be having
about these issues, including
what the alternative riskfree rate should be?
n

WHETTON We need to
establish whether this market
is big enough to support repo,
AONIA, BBSW and OIS with
various instruments priced off
all of them. If so, we need to
be fully supported by all the
arms of regulation as well as
borrowers and investors.
DONALDSON It’s definitely
true that when we’re looking at
an issue where liquidity is key it
is very hard to know which way
to head. This also applies to
issuers – you wouldn’t want to
issue against a benchmark that
isn’t being used as a reference
rate in two years’ time.
TRIGONA That’s right – and it’s
also important that investors
can be confident that what
they are buying is going to be
relevant on an ongoing basis.
We don’t want to transition
from one reference rate to
another while investors are
holding affected bonds.
DAVISON What are the
challenges around issuing
long-duration instruments in
this uncertain environment?
n

Obviously no issuer wants
to have an orphaned
security on issue, but
equally no-one wants to stop
issuing long-term debt.
BLACKSTOCK There are
two parts to this. One is
having fallback provisions in
documentation, which should
ideally future-proof an issuer
and provide clear direction
to investors on what would
happen in any scenario.
Within this, we want to stay in
line with industry precedent
and market developments
rather than independently
declaring a preference.
If we were to issue a five-year
note linked to EURIBOR, for
instance, we would include
fallback language stating
that the note will move to
the alternative rate on the
cessation of EURIBOR – without
specifying what that is. This is in
line with regulatory guidance.
The second issue is whether
we would issue a five-year
euro floating-rate note at all
at the moment. We should be
comfortable with our fallback
language in place, but the
transition is still something we
know we will have to deal with
in future. It probably reduces
the marginal willingness to do
that trade in the first place.

Davison My understanding is that SAFA’s
initial decision to explore OIS-based pricing
was not related to views on IBOR transition
but more to do with what Pieter Bierkens
mentioned about the appropriateness of
a credit benchmark as the basis for semigovernment pricing.
Absolutely. The opening sentence of SAFA’s riskappetite statement reads: “SAFA has a low appetite for risk.” It
has never been our goal to replace BBSW. Our goal is best and
most appropriately to manage risk for the state.
n ALEXANDER We certainly don’t have any problem with an
issuer like SAFA pricing the type of bond it is looking at. As
it happens, we don’t buy floating-rate semi-government paper
for our funds – because these bonds are already less liquid even
though they price at around the same level as fixed-rate bonds.
My only point is that the transition to OIS from BBSW will
n KENNEDY
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OUTCOME

LOWEST
PROBABILITY
(0-10)

HIGHEST
PROBABILITY
(0-10)

AVERAGE OF
ALL RESPONSES
(0-10)

The mechanics of cross-currency issuance
and investment have not been significantly
negatively affected.

5

10

7.2

Australia is still predominantly a
BBSW-based market.

1

10

7

The fate of instruments with transition issues
has been successfully managed.

3

9

6.7

Transition has been managed without causing
a major liquidity or volatility event.

5

8

6.1

CROSS-BORDER
HARMONISATION
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inevitably come with costs and complexity. It’s not a judgement
call on whether an issuer like SAFA should or should not do
something.
n TRIGONA We will issue the most liquid instrument. If BBSW
is the basis on which we achieve the most liquidity, we will
continue to issue to BBSW. If AONIA becomes the most
liquid we will issue to this reference rate. However, TCorp
is predominantly a fixed-rate borrower – our floating-rate
requirements are limited.

Davison It seems pretty clear that transition
comes with cost, and in this case there will
be ongoing resistance to it in the absence of
compulsion. Could this compulsion happen
organically – for instance global transition
starting to make it impossible for investors to
access the exposures they want?
It’s not something we have any control over, and
we recognise this. We’re just looking to trade instruments that
have liquidity. If this happens to shift to a different benchmark,
that’s what we’ll trade. We’ll also make the effort if we believe
it’s for the best of everyone in the market – or of course if
we’re told we have to.
It has to be in conjunction with everyone else, though. We
can only trade what counterparties will make markets in.
n PSIHOYOS I think having the potential for a two-rate system
in Australia makes us quite lucky, because of the way this issue
of compulsion is playing out internationally. It’s pretty hard,
n ALEXANDER

perhaps impossible, to legislate
for nonbank market participants
in a way that compels them to
adopt fallback protocols.
Given asymmetry in
derivatives exposures, the impact
of benchmark transition on
contracts and markets more
generally may be substantial.
But the consequences will
be commensurately less in
Australia.

Davison What was liquidity like in the basisswap market when CommBank came to
swap back SONIA-linked sterling funds to
their ultimate landing place of BBSW-based
Australian dollars?
We have been very encouraged by the pace of
development of liquidity in the offshore basis market. Bid-offer
spreads have shrunk considerably from when we first started
looking at it and pricing was extremely competitive when we
looked to swap from SONIA into LIBOR and from there to
BBSW.
It is very positive to think we could establish a basisswap market between an offshore risk-free rate and BBSW
domestically. Everything we’ve seen so far suggests this could
develop without too much trouble.
n BLACKSTOCK

Davison If we ended up in a situation where
the US and UK abandoned LIBOR completely
but the EU retained some form of creditbased rate, would this have any impact on
the marginal propensity of Australian issuers
to print in euros versus other currencies?
The fact that US cash and derivatives markets are
deeper – and that they tend to evolve more quickly, especially
on the derivatives side – would if anything make the US
more appealing in this scenario. Any marginal benefit of a
shared credit rate would likely not be sufficient to change the
fundamental issuance equation. •
n WHETTON

“The problem with IBORs globally is that they are still surveydriven, which is likely to be discontinued. BBSW is still traded
and the VWAP system is a good method of converting the
activity to a price.”
PETER PSIHOYOS COMMONWEALTH BANK OF AUSTRALIA
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This information has been prepared solely for information purposes and is not to be construed as a solicitation, an offer or a recommendation
by the Commonwealth Bank of Australia. The information may be incomplete or not up to date and may contain errors and omissions. Any
projections and forecasts are based on a number of assumptions and estimates, including future events and contingencies, which may be inaccurate.
It must not be relied upon as financial product advice and is not Investment Research. As this information has been prepared without considering
your objectives, financial situation or needs, you should, before acting on this information, consider its appropriateness to your circumstances and if
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